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	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want to measure the skills you've obtained. The outcome of reading this book would be a thorough knowledge of the modeling pipeline from concept, base

	model, sculpted model, UV mapped model, textured model, to skinned and

	rigged model, allowing for high-quality rendering or export of a game

	engine-ready, animation-ready asset.

	Flex your speed modeling muscles using 3ds Max

	
		Learn to speed model in 3ds Max, with an emphasis on hard surfaces
	
		Up to date coverage, covering 3ds Max 2013 features
	
		Focused explanations with step-driven practical lessons balance learning and action



	In Detail


	Production of 3D art is an exciting medium, but the task of modeling requires intense attention to detail, so speed and efficiency are vital. This book breaks down speed modeling workflow in 3ds Max into stages you can easily achieve, with a focus on hard surface modeling and methods you can apply to your own designs.


	"3ds Max Speed Modeling for Games" will help level up your 3D modeling skills. It focuses on hard surface modeling, and shows the range of tools and techniques in 3ds Max 2013.


	This book shows content creation methods aimed at 3ds Max modelers preparing to show their skill to the industry. The key feature of modeling that artists must exhibit is speediness while preserving technical accuracy. The author helps you follow set project guidelines while pushing creativity and outlines the entire workflow from concept development to exporting a game-ready model.


	The book begins with introductions for new users to the interface and modeling tools, and progresses to topics aimed at users already familiar with 3ds Max, who want to improve their content creation process. You’ll also see ways 3ds Max content is used with other applications, like sculpting software and game editors, and learn features of speed modeling, efficient workflow, re-use of content, and tips on getting more done, more quickly.


	By the end of this book you will have learned key topics in modeling, ready to face professional level work with elan.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Modeling processes using the Ribbon
	
		Ways to create a customized UI for accessing modeling tools faster
	
		Modeling using modifiers and deformations
	
		UV mapping and topology effect readiness for sculpting
	
		How to work with GoZ and ZBrush
	
		Procedures for painting models using Viewport Canvas
	
		Concepts of game-readiness
	
		Retopology and polygon reduction methods
	
		Easy rigging, skinning and animation walk-throughs
	
		Gain fluency in UV mapping and texture creation
	
		How to render and present your models for your folio



	Approach


	Step by step illustrated tutorials are supported by a focused commentary. The examples are designed to proceed from starting to model through model finishing to putting models to work within projects and presentation. The book shows both - the entire flow of asset creation and granular methodology.


	Who this book is written for


	This book will appeal to anyone interested in 3D modeling who wants to improve their speed modeling ability, particularly artists whose work is relevant to industries where hard surface modeling or model prototyping is required, such as games, films, or visualization.
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Increase Your Web Traffic in a WeekendCengage Learning, 2007

	These days, everyone seems to have a home page or a Web site. However, just because you create and publish a Web site doesn't mean anyone will visit it. Competition to attract visitors is extreme. The reality is that of the millions of Web pages out there, only a handful actually attract a steady readership; and these same Web pages are...
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Mac OS X Panther for Unix GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
With its rep for being the sort of machine that won't intimidate even the most inexperienced users, what's the appeal of the Mac® for hard-core geeks? The Mac has always been an efficient tool, pleasant to use and customize, and eminently hackable. But now with Mac OS® X's BSD core, many a Unix® developer has found it irresistible. The...
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.NET 2.0 Interoperability Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
It is difficult or impossible to immediately throw out all existing code and start over when
a new technology arrives. That’s the situation with Microsoft .NET. It represents a new and
improved way of developing software for the Windows platform. And, given the chance, you
would likely love to rewrite all of your existing code...
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The 12 Magic Slides: Insider Secrets for Raising Growth CapitalApress, 2013

	Author Paul Getty has seen thousands of brilliant founding CEOs present to angel investors, venture capitalists, and institutional investors. And he has seen thousands of them fail in their quest for the money they sincerely believed would lead to entrepreneurial success and riches for all. Again and again, he watched would-be tech titans...
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Signaling System #7McGraw-Hill, 2000
The #1 Working Reference on SS7--Revised & Expanded Signaling System #7 is the hands-down choice for engineers and network managers everywhere. Travis Russell's Signaling System #7, Third Edition, gives you a bedrock understanding of the signaling network, its architecture, and the protocols used to communicate through it. Accessible even to...
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Build Your First Website with Flash MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	Build Your First Website with Flash MX n no previous experience required! Never built a website before or bored with the limitations of HTML? If so, then this book is for you! Weill show you how to create an interactive website with all the features you could want (animation, video, sound and more) and youill discover that building a website...
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